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Department:  Internal Audit 

  

Position Title:  Supervisor 
  

Job Description:   

 
1. Assisting assistant manager to carry out the audit task 
2. Coordination and supervision of  subordinates 
3. Instructing junior internal auditors to perform their audit tasks 
4. Defining audit function / scope for the specific work 
5. Assist assistant manager in planning of audit works  
6. Reviewing audit work and preparing draft audit reports 
7. Co-operate with other departments staffs / external auditors / government representatives to carry 
out some specific audit tasks (such as quarterly cash & chips count, DICJ slot audit)  
8. Maintain permanent file for casinos in charge 
9. Review casino operations and the related standard operation procedures to ensure the operations 
are compliant with government requirements (such as mapping for MICR) 
10. Unannounced check on the outer treasuries, cages and slot cage counters to ensure the internal 
controls on the operation capital are adequate 
11. Quarterly test check the currency counter machines to ensure the accuracy of currency counting 
12. Inventory taking on the gaming assets (such as chips and playing cards) to ensure the security 
controls on  the company assets is adequate and effective 
13. Review gaming revenue and chip purchase records periodically to ensure the accuracy and 
completeness of the relevant accountability records 
14. Review casino promotions to ensure the internal controls on the promotions are adequate and all 
promotion payouts are properly documented 
15. Perform ac-hot audit work as per management required 
 

Job Requirement:  
1. University degree in Accounting or related studies  
2. Member of recognized professional accountancy institution  
3. Minimum 5 years audit experience with internal audit an advantage  
4. Good command of spoken and written English  
5. Good communication skills and self-motivation 
 

Interested parties, please apply via: 

 Email the detailed resume to careers@macausjm.com 

 Recruitment Hotline 68827060 / 68827116 / 68827117 
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Department:  Internal Audit 

  

Position Title:  Senior Internal Auditor 
  
 
 

Job Description:   

 
1. Immediately report to his or her supervisor when audit findings are noted and should collect 
evidence as soon as possible; 
2. Prepare the summary of finding and recommendation. 
3. Assist supervisor in documenting the audit work done in an orderly and efficient manner, updating 
system notes, performing walk through tests and audit tests, and any audit work required by the 
supervisor; 
4. Communicate the auditee in order to understand the operation flow and collect the audit evidence; 
5. Perform site checking work; 
6. Should assist his or her supervisor in developing detailed audit programs 
7. Support his or her supervisor in performing audit work; 
8. Documenting work done in an orderly manner and ensuring updating of the internal control system 
notes, performing walk through tests, documenting all work done and concluding preliminary 
conclusion for the review by Supervisor; 
9. Quarterly cash/chips count; 
 
 

Job Requirement:  
 
1. University degree in Accounting or related studies  
2. Member of recognized professional accountancy institution  
3. Minimum 3-5 years audit experience with internal audit an advantage  
4. Good command of spoken and written English  
5. Good communication skills and self-motivation 
 
 
 

Interested parties, please apply via: 

 Email the detailed resume to careers@macausjm.com 

 Recruitment Hotline 68827060 / 68827116 / 68827117 
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Department:  Internal Audit 

  

Position Title:  Internal Auditor 
  
 
 

Job Description:   

 
1. Carry out audit reviews / tasks as delegated by Senior or Supervisor.  
2. Assist audit supervisor to complete audit works required.  
3. Perform audit tests and schedules, and write up of audit notes and summary.  
4. Participate in quarterly cash/chips count with staff of Finance, external auditors and DICJ.  
5. Perform site inspection where audit work requires.  
6. Perform ad hoc tasks as maybe required from time to time by management. 
 

Job Requirement:  
 
1. University degree in Accounting or related studies. 
2. Member of recognized professional accountancy institution.  
3. Good command of spoken and written English.  
4. Audit experience in particular Internal Audit an advantage.  
5. Good communication skills and self-motivated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interested parties, please apply via: 

 Email the detailed resume to careers@macausjm.com 

 Recruitment Hotline 68827060 / 68827116 / 68827117 
 


